


This is Sparta! 

A familiar cry rings out amongst the hallowed halls 
of the AV-ator nation whenever it comes time to step up and 
bring the focus and determination needed to provide solutions,  
compete for work or Do Right!  As our company grows and we  
develop more processes to keep our organization effective, we also 
have to consciously work to preserve and build upon the culture that 
makes us unique.  Our culture is guided by Alta Vista’s mission statement, 
which was recently enhanced to read:

To be a leader in delivering innovative solutions to better 
infrastructure, whilst learning, growing, and having fun!

 
 
 
Innovation has been a popular topic and buzzword for some time. The 
tech industry lives and dies by it, but what about our industry? This issue 
of our intrepid INSIDER looks at how Alta Vista can live up to its vision, 
and how our AV-ators can grow and have fun while delivering innovative 
solutions in infrastructure. 

On the cover of this magazine you see a sketch of a wooden sword called 
a “rudis.” The rudis was used in ancient times by gladiators both as a tool 
for practicing combat and as a symbol of freedom when a gladiator had 
proven to be a champion and earned their release from slavery. In a way 
we become slaves to processes that become archaic and ripe for disrup-
tion by innovation. We can only achieve innovation that inspires effective 
change by practicing ideation and knowing that with change comes 
sacrifice.

This issue challenged our contributors to explore how when we in-
novate, we sacrifice the safe feeling of the past for the promise of the 
future. At the same time, we keep our solemn vow to update our readers  
 on life inside Alta Vista. So buckle up, dear reader, and prepare to  
  embrace our journey through the concept of innovation  
              and sacrifice!
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Hustle for that muscle, 
and you might get a prize!
Alta Vista has partnered with 24 Hour Fitness!

Make 2018 the year that you reach your �tness goals. Alta Vista will cover the cost up to $26.99 per month if you attend 24 Hour Fitness at least six times in 
a calendar month. Fill out the sign-up form and return it to HR to get started! 

Hustle for that muscle, and you might get a prize! At the end of 2018, AV-ators who hit the gym consistently throughout the year will be entered in a gift 
card drawing. All AV-ators can participate—even if they use a gym other than 24 Hour Fitness—as long as they can get an o�cial report from their gym 
showing the number of times they attended throughout the year.* 

Gold Tier: Attend the gym 192 times in the year (average of 16 times per month/3.7 times per 
week) and you’ll be entered into a drawing to win 1 of 3 $800 gift cards

Silver Tier: Attend the gym a total of 156 times in the year (average of 13 times per month/3 
times per week) and you’ll be entered into a drawing to win 1 of 3 $500 gift cards

Bronze Tier: Attend the gym a total of 120 times in the year (average of 10 times per month/2.3 
times per week) and you’ll be entered into a drawing to win 1 of 3 $300 gift cards

Anyone who isn’t selected for a gift card in their qualifying tier will trickle down to the next tier. 
For example, if you are in the gold tier and you don’t win a gift card, you will be entered in the 
silver tier pool.  

Don’t quit—commit to be �t!

Contact HR with any questions or concerns. 

*New AV-ators who are onboarded in July or later are not eligible for the gift card drawing.

$800

$300 $500
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Christopher Glasscock - AV-ators performing NDT to determine locations to take compressive 
strength core samples from existing bridges and miss reinforcement.
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Brian Yorton - Brinderson welding crew positioning a platform 
member at the 100-foot elevation in the Unicracker unit of the Phillip 
66 refinery plant. Alta Vista is performing high strength bolting and 
welding inspection for the structural CEMS project.

Corey Gardne r -Shasta Sidehill Bridge construction north of Lake Shasta on I-5 5 4 
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The Innovation Manifesto

Joshua Schank is the chief in charge of OEI, 
the Office of Extraordinary Innovation at LA 
Metro. The “extraordinary” part, he claims, 

comes from getting things done inside a large 
bureaucratic organization. I got the chance to ask 
him, “Does innovation mitigate risk?” at a recent 
workshop where he answered: “If risk is the prob-
lem to be solved, then innovation can give us new 
ways of sharing and allocating it. To get a value 
for innovation you first have to understand what 
risks you are taking if you do not allow it. Small 
wins build communication, collaboration and 
trust. If we start out empathetically we can move 
from win/lose situations to win/win. We have to 
ask “why” for everything that we are doing.” His 
comment sounded familiar, because our own CEO 
Paul Bews expressed similar ideas at Alta Vista’s 
recent management offsite, where innovation at 
Alta Vista was explored in depth.

Merriam-Webster defines innovation simply 
as: “the introduction of something new, a new 
idea, method, or device, a novelty.” Innovation 
has become a buzzword in our industry as every 
agency, contractor and consultant burns the 
midnight oil to figure a way to employ the phrase 
in a way that associates with their work. But true 
innovation comes with a sacrifice. It comes with 
risking the safety of the familiar for the promise 
of the new. Most often there is little incentive 
for doing things differently, even if there are 
improvements. Because of this, our industry has 
stagnated. Enter “disruption,” the word that flips 
our fear from that of doing something new to 

that of being eliminated if we don’t try differ-
ent approaches. In light of being disrupted, our 
industry is finally embracing innovation.

Alta Vista’s vision is to be a leader in providing 
innovative solutions to better infrastructure 
whilst learning, growing, and having fun. To do 
this we have to create a culture of innovation. 
We first have to identify and define problems to 
find solutions for, and then apply the creativity 
we are known for. For example, with the Contra 
Costa Transportation Authority, we used drones 
rigged with Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 
to scan a construction site in order to provide ac-
curate material volumes for very large cut and fill 
operations. We’ve worked with virtual reality (VR) 
to explore using point clouds instead of mod-
els to streamline structural reviews, and we’ve 
used models in VR as a tool to communicate an 
experience for stakeholders on High-Speed Rail. 
In particular, with California High-Speed Rail 
we innovated a performance-based framework 
for integrated quality management that would 
ensure that the organization would meet expec-
tations and deliver the first such system in the na-
tion and the industry that will emerge to sustain 
it. In each case our new tools and approaches 
were focused on solving a problem. 

Innovation always begins with solving a prob-
lem. When wielding the sword of innovation to 
find the best solutions, we have to sacrifice our 
former ineffective beliefs in order to deliver the 
vision of the future.

Bart Ney

Our Vision for Innovation:

Create a culture of innovation 
at Alta Vista

Goals:

§	 To create efficiencies internally that 
allow us to focus on what matters 

§	 To differentiate Alta Vista as a 
desired employer and engage our 
AV-ators 

§	 To enhance The Way We Work 

§	 To be the go-to firm for clients  
looking to innovate 

§	 To grow our bottom line, diver-
sify our offerings and increase our 
knowledge

”Our vision is to be a  

leader in delivering innovative

solutions to better infrastructure, 

whilst learning, growing, 

and having fun!”  “If one is lucky, a solitary fantasy can 
totally transform one million realities.”  

— Maya Angelou
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Point Cloud Experience

VISTA
VISION

Virtual 
Reality 

Simulator

3-D Model-Based Experience

Most virtual reality experiences take place 

inside modeled environments. 3-D models 

can be generated from scratch with design 

software, or can be based on data obtained 

in the real world and converted into models. 

Models are easier for computers to process 

and allow for stable and s m o o t h 

operation.

A point cloud is a set of data points in a coordinate  

system. In a three-dimensional virtual reality system, 

these points are usually defined by X, Y, and Z 

coordinates, and are often intended to represent 

the external surface of an object. Point clouds are 

PLAY AREA
The play area sets the virtual boundaries. 
Your interaction with VR objects happen 
within the play area.

HEADSET
The headset is your window to the VR 
environment. It uses sensors that are 
tracked by the base stations.

BASE STATIONS
The base stations beam signals to the 
headset and controllers.

CONTROLLERS
The controllers are used to interact with 
objects in the VR world. They have sensors 
that are tracked by the base stations.

created from photographic 

or laser-based data acquisition. 

Somewhat like a dense Georges Seurat painting full 

of dots, point clouds create pictures from numerous 

points arranged by their location in space. Because 

of the large amount of data being processed, moving 

through point clouds in virtual reality is challenging 

for computers to process. Precise measurement with 

a unique point of view allows users to explore real-

world environments in a convenient virtual way.

Stevenson Bridge in Solano County, California

California High-Speed Rail Simulation
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David Eisenberg

There is a Tesla Roadster orbiting the sun, 
and the BFR rocket will eventually take 
us to Mars. If you work at SpaceX, there 

appears to be no limit to the sheer speed and 
volume of innovative solutions that can be 
implemented. 

Unfortunately, for the rest of us, implementing 
innovative solutions is too often an uphill battle. 
As change agents, we know the risk of not tak-
ing action and staying within the status quo. No 
matter what sector of infrastructure we operate 
in—utilities, transportation, social—now, more 
than ever, our industry needs fast and effective 
innovative solutions.

It’s all too common to drive innovation as a 
result from an ISO 9001 audit, a Lean Six Sigma 
project, or a risk mitigation activity, only to find 
a roadblock in the 11th hour that is keeping it 
from seeing the light of day. It doesn’t matter 
how much data is available or if the solution is 
going to save the world. If your idea isn’t per-
ceived as a win-win, there’s a good chance it’s 
going to end up shelved, and might never be 
dusted off again. In those situations, making 
deals and striking bargains might be the only 
way to move that innovative idea forward. 

“Like it or not, you are a negotiator.”   This is how 
the international bestseller Getting to Yes begins, 
and it’s as true today as it was when first pub-
lished 40 years ago. Negotiation techniques help 
to achieve the innovation that inspires effective 

change. When innovations start dying a slow 
death, it is imperative that we step out of our 
comfort zones and become experts in conflict 
resolution and negotiation. Every conflict and 
every negotiation will be different, but there are 
a few best practices that are universal in their 
ability to lead to lasting, win-win innovations in 
infrastructure.

First, it’s critical to be empathetic and get all 
parties to put themselves in the other’s shoes. In 
Getting to Yes, the authors write, “The ability to 
see the situation as the other side sees it, as dif-
ficult as it may be, is one of the most important 
skills a negotiator can possess.” Empathy al-
lows both parties to understand the power and 
strength of each other’s emotions and percep-
tions, and reduce the area of conflict. A negotia-
tor might find themselves too emotionally tied 
up in the situation and in those cases, using an 
independent third-party mediator is the most 
effective choice.

Second, successful negotiations rely on both 
parties to share the risks of implementing 
innovation. This doesn’t imply that an owner 
should unnecessarily take back risk on a design-
build project, for example. Instead, it’s a shared 
acknowledgement that the particular risks of 
implementing innovation might be greater for 

one party than the other.  As the negotiator, 
it’s imperative to find equilibrium in how risk is 
spread to both parties. Identifying the forces for 
and against change is a powerful approach that 
can give us a deep understanding of the risks 
and how to best develop mitigation strategies. 
This can be accomplished with a tool such as 
force field analysis (FFA).

Finally, know when a small-scale implementa-
tion, or pilot program, is better than no innova-
tion at all. Some innovations are so transforma-
tive that one party just isn’t willing to take the 
risk to implement, even if they wholeheartedly 
agree with the need and approach. A pilot 
program allows both parties to collaborate at a 
reduced risk level. With constant communica-
tion on the progress and results of the pilot, 
both parties build stronger relationships and 
trust, which in turn increases the likelihood of 
success when the innovative solution is fully 
implemented. 

As John F. Kennedy once famously said, “There 
are risks and costs to action. But they are far 
less than the long-range risks of comfortable 
inaction.” Do right, and embrace negotiating for 
innovation.

Negotiation techniques help to achieve the innovation that inspires effective change. 
When innovations start dying a slow death, it is imperative that we step out of our 
comfort zones and become experts in conflict resolution and negotiation.

“The first step is to establish that something is possible; then probability will occur.”— Elon Musk        
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Long-Term Bridge Performance  Program 
HDR/AVS Group, a Joint Venture

Congratulations to the outstanding Long-Term Bridge Performance (LTBP) team on this 

exciting victory! Alta Vista collaborated with HDR for over a year and developed a winning 

proposal to support the Federal Highway Administration’s LTBP Program. The Alta Vista/HDR 

joint venture will be responsible for collecting and evaluating data on bridge performance 

across much of the U.S. to drive data-based decision making on bridge maintenance,  

rehabilitation and restoration. The team will also compare populations of bridges with 

similar and dissimilar attributes and environments to understand performance trends. Data 

will be collected from as many as 1,500 bridges through visual inspection, nondestructive  

evaluation, instrumentation of bridges, and implementation of remote and direct sensors. 

The $50 million contract will extend for five years. Kudos to the team for a job well done!

BIG             Wins
INNOVATION

VS 

IMPROVEMENT

By Jannel Teshera

The terms innovation and improvement are often used interchangeably. But it’s a little more complicated than that— 
many improvements are innovations, but not all innovations are improvements. Knowing the difference 
can help avoid process failures and ill-conceived efforts. Improvement means to look at the detail of 

how something is done, and then to make it better, more efficient, and/or more effective. Innovation 
means to create something new or do something in a new way. 

So, are we hoping to increase our efficiency (improve) or lead pioneering change 
(innovate)? YES to both! Remember, our new vision is “To be a leader in deliver-

ing innovative solutions to better infrastructure, whilst learning, growing, and 
having fun!” If we are only improving existing processes and not creating 

new ones, we aren’t truly growing. If we only create innovative solutions, 
but don’t improve the processes that deliver them, we aren’t really 
learning. 

Many traditional quality programs and organizations are still focus-
ing on continuous improvement, and not embracing innovation for 
all its possibilities. That’s a missed opportunity. The two can live in har-
mony; in fact, both are essential to be current, fresh, and successful. 

The first step to accomplishing both is to truly understand a process and 
how it works. Next, identify what the actual objective of the process is. Once 

those pieces are in place, it’s time to consider how to align the process with Alta 
Vista’s strategy, vision, mission and goals. Following these steps, AV-ators can keep 

looking at the things we do to see how we can do them better, while employing an  
innovative lens to see whether there are entirely new ways to do them.

So—let’s get out there and both improve and innovate!
Early wooden wheel from  
Mesopotamian region

Modern steel wheel 
with rubber tire
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The Word on the Street: An AV-ator’s Perspective

How would you define innovation?

Chris: It’s a definition that can be 
elusive. Most businesses agree that 

innovation is important, but all of them 
have different ideas of what it truly is. 
I’ve heard some say that innovation is 

new technology, or a new way of doing 
business. Many equate innovation with 

invention, which isn’t necessarily the case. 
My favorite definition that I’ve heard among 

the hundreds out there is “turning an idea 
into a solution that adds value from a 

customer’s perspective.” Another part of 
innovation that I think is important to be 
aware of is that innovators aren’t born—

they’re made through focus, persistent 
practice, and determination.

What do you think is the key ingredient to being a 
true innovator? How can Alta Vista incorporate it 
into our work?

Chris: Commitment. So many companies talk 
about being innovative, and most want to be 
innovative, but few of them actually are. The 
companies that really make innovation happen 
are those that wholeheartedly take the risk and 
fully commit to innovation. For example, last 
year, Forbes listed the top three most innovative 
companies as Salesforce.com, Tesla, and Amazon. 
I did a little research, and the reason they were so 
successful is that they simply had much higher 
research and development (R&D) budgets than 
their competitors. Last year, Salesforce.com spent 

What is the biggest challenge that comes with innovation? How do you think it can be 
overcome?

Chris: I would say resistance to change. Most people hate change, and I think it’s espe-
cially true with something like innovation, which takes a lot of resources but doesn’t 
bring about immediate financial results. It’s a huge challenge to overcome this resistance 
to take a risk like that. But there are ways we can 
help each other tackle this obstacle. When we brain-
storm, we can actively encourage “out there” ideas—
try to never leave a brainstorming session without 
suggesting at least one solution that has never been 
tried before. The “out there” idea doesn’t have to be 
pursued every time, but we need to at least give 
ourselves more space and opportunities for break-
through ideas and solutions. Since committing to in-
novation doesn’t have immediate rewards, we can 
also purposefully incentivize it. It’s no secret that 
when you reward a behavior, you will get more 
of that behavior, just like having a “Dance 
Your Belt Off” award will get more people to 
get up and dance at the holiday party, or 
like chore allowances for children will re-
sult in more completed chores. Encour-
aging and incentivizing innovative 
ideas can help lessen the impact of 
that natural resistance to change. 

With the rollout of Alta Vista’s new vision statement, we wanted 
to get the scoop on what our AV-ators are thinking about in-
novation. Insider talks with AV-ator Chris McDermott to get his 
perspective on innovation and what it means at Alta Vista.

“When we all think alike, then no one is thinking.“ 
— Walter Lippman

$1.2 billion on R&D, Tesla spent $718 million—
which is more than three times the R&D budgets 
of their competition in the automotive industry—
and Amazon spent $16.1 billion, which is about 
14% of their gross profits. Their leadership really 
committed, despite the risk—they went all in. At 
Alta Vista, we’ve taken the first step by making 
innovative solutions part of our vision statement. 
Now, we need to make our activities reflect that. 
Our innovation budget needs to grow, and our 
business and market plans need to incorporate 
attainable but committed innovation goals for 
AV-ators to pursue. I think if we make the com-
mitment, Alta Vista will grow exponentially and 
be rewarded for taking those risks.
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For the unique transportation challenges brought on by the London 
2012 Olympic Games, Alta Vista’s CEO Paul Bews worked to develop a 
new quality assurance framework for the Olympic Delivery Authority 
Transport (ODAT). To ensure success for its complex and multi-
modal set of transportation projects, ODAT needed an assurance 
framework that was dynamic, innovative, and comprehensive. Paul 
delivered on these needs, and produced an assurance framework 
defined by:

• Clear critical outcomes and success metrics for all objectives
• A set of assurance principles to guide framework implementation
• A risk and importance rating method to provide risk-based and 

proportionate assurance
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October

November

December

Aaron Prchlik 
NHI Safety Inspection of  

In-Service Bridges

Samir El-Chammas 
CTM 227, 556

Mike Hobbs 
CTM 524, 552

Cesar Ramirez 
US DOT HAZMAT

Kory Patrick 
CAL OSHA 10 Construction

Kevin Muser  
NHI Safety Inspection of  

In-Service Bridges

Jessica Wilbanks 
Certified Engineer-in-Training

Jacob Kobliska 
ASQ Certified Six Sigma Green Belt

Alexandre Bechirian 
NBSCETT Professional Technologist

Kevin Muser 
NACE Certified Coating Inspector 

Level III

Erik Wong 
Associate Professional  
in Human Resources

James Shelton 
ASNT NDT Level II – MT 

Certification Announcements

       

• Regular checks and reports to monitor program success 
• An assurance process based on the “plan, do, check, review” cycle 

to provide a supportive and practical means of implementing the 
framework 

Alta Vista has adapted lessons learned and best practices, like this 
assurance framework, on some of our most challenging projects. 
London was successful at upgrading its infrastructure systems not 
only for the Olympic games, but for the legacy of the region. In creating 
a culture of innovation at Alta Vista, our AV-ators are challenged 
to think beyond standards and specs to address expectations. 
Our inspiration starts at the top and continues throughout our 
organization as we ask ourselves “why” for everything we do.



Ramsey Doumani 
Offering Solutions 
that Move Projects 

Forward  
For stepping up and 
working not only on 
D7, but also Metro 

and stormwater 
monitoring

Keivan Hassan 
Embracing Our  

Client’s Challenges 
as Our Own 

For supporting LA 
Metro in verifying 
that falsework was 
erected properly

Ken Riley 
Pursuing Quality 

Through Meticulous 
Attention to Detail 
For his role in the 
oversight of the 

asphalt overlay work

Sona Juharyan 
Teamwork 

For traveling to 
different CFL  

locations wherever 
there was a need 

and managing the 
PCI training

David Phong 
Strength of Mind 

For keeping the JMF 
project moving for-

ward and creating all 
of the test methods 

in DIME 
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Mission and Values Awards

According to forecasts, 72% of the U.S. 
workforce is expected to be made up of 
mobile workers by 2020*

In this environment, our smartphones are 
key to maintaining contact with our teams 
and clients. 

Beyond that, we can also leverage our 
phones as valuable safety tools. Some 
examples of safety-oriented apps include:

*Forbes/Organizing Workers in an Ever Connected World
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October
LA Metro Work Assignments – Keivan Hassan, Emran Haque, Sona Juharyan, Jeff Sulka, Elaine Yip

November
HSR Billable Travel Process – Michelle Abbott, Neeraj Dubbalwar, Rehan Naeem

December
IA/RSP Onboarding – Anthony Valdez, Mark Daniels, Clinton Edmiston

Lessons Learned Awards

IPA Winners
Megan Lawrence: Quality Engineer III

Pat Judt: Quality Technical Expert

David Eisenberg: Senior Quality Engineer

Sona Juharyan: Engineer III

Patrick Young: Engineer IV

Ian Broddrick: Engineer IV

October

Mark Daniels, Sacramento

Michelle Lynch, Sacramento

Chris McDermott, Sacramento

Alexandre Bechirian, New York

Ali Bigdeli, Sacramento

Tom Carter, Sacramento

Piyusha Zanjad, Sacramento

Bob Scott, Sacramento

November

Eva Meng, Sacramento

Kory Patrick, Sacramento

Bernadette Solana, Richmond

Lorenzo Garcia, Los Angeles

October

7 Years: 

Greg Johnston

5 Years:

James Doe

4 Years:

Patrick Young

Jeff Sulka

Fattah Kazi

Julio Pescador

3 Years:

Lindsay Eskildsen

2 Years:

Anna Gransmark

Ignacio Arechiga

1 Year:

Cesar Ramirez

Michelle Abbott

James Burton

Megan Lawrence

Anahi Muniz

November

4 Years:

Miguel Hernandez-Garcia

1 Year:

Erik Wong

December

7 Years:

Mohammad Fatemi

Shayla Tonarelli

3 Years:

Bart Ney

Aleksey Souglobov

1 Year:

Ben Szeto

Promotions

New Hires

Work Anniversaries

October November December

Cortney VanHook  Dalton LaBoskey Andre Totari

Every failure is 

a lesson learned 

about your strategy.     

–Thomas A. Edison

“Innovation distinguishes 
between a leader and a follower.” 

– Steve Jobs
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Culture Large

arts

books

films

talks

atThe

Electric Dreams 
Television series review by Justin Cocolicchio 

Electric Dreams is based on a series of sci-
ence fiction short stories authored by Philip 
K. Dick in the 1950s. While largely an exami-
nation of the dystopia of technology and 
the impacts of the human equation, the 
overarching dichotomy of the perceived fu-
ture of infrastructure compared with what 
exists today was most compelling. 

Electric Dreams shows us a future with 
autonomous vehicles, virtual reality that is 
so persuasive that it becomes an alternate 
reality, and androids that are not only self-
aware, but self-sustaining. In contrast, to-
day, we live in a world where an estimated 
1.2 billion people have little or no access to 
electricity and 2.1 billion lack access to safe, 
readily available water at home. In addition, 
over the past 50 years, labor productivity in 
the engineering and construction industry 
has been nearly flat. But we are on the cusp 
of a long overdue disruption. Advances in 
technology are expediting change in an 
industry that has been slow to innovate. 

Drones are not only able to improve qual-
ity, risk, and cost in construction, but can 
save the lives of drowning swimmers. A 
3D-printed pedestrian bridge opened in 
Madrid—the first time this technology has 
been applied in civil engineering. A new 
type of self-healing concrete, generated 
through the addition of bacterial spores, 
is estimated to reduce lifetime costs by up 
to 50%. With these technologies already 
in place, it’s not hard to imagine a world 
where robots work in tandem using 3D- or 
4D-printed material to assemble complex 
infrastructure, or where exoskeletons elimi-
nate worksite injuries. 

We may be a long way from automated 
systems producing replaceable humanoids, 
but then again, I remember not too long 
ago walking to the library, listening to my 
Walkman, and looking up at the sky when a 
cloud was still just a cloud.

Like to write? Insider is always seeking AV-ators who would like 
to contribute a review of a book, film, story, or talk that relates 
engineering to the culture at large. Inquiries should be sent to 
communications@altavistasolutions.com.

Baby AV-ators

Why did you choose to participate in the Chalk Hill 
Artist Residency in Healdsburg?

I’ve been wanting to do an artist residency for a few 
years now and the Chalk Hill Artist Residency (CHAR) 
allowed me to do that while also pursuing another 
interest of mine: wine. CHAR is situated in the midst of  
a large ranch and vineyards.

How was your overall experience as an artist-in-
residence?

It was very relaxing and quiet. This allowed me to paint 
without distractions. At least until the third week when 
the Sonoma fires erupted, forcing me to flee.

What did a typical day look like?

Staying in a 90-year old farmhouse, I would start out 
each day with breakfast and reading some of the many 
art books and publications in CHAR’s library.  Then I 
would walk around the ranch which had 260 acres of 
trees, vines, wild life, the Russian River, and the epony-
mous Chalk Hill itself, which is a landmark in the Chalk 
Hill viticultural area in Sonoma. Then I would go to the 
studio, a converted old barn, which was just a few feet 
from the farmhouse. In the afternoon I would sample 
the local goods - Sonoma wines.

What type of art did you produce? 

I completed a few paintings on wood panels. I also 
started on a few wine barrel tops, but was unable to 
complete them due to the fires.

How would you describe your work? 

My work is usually representational imagery, such as 
a still life or a landscape. Though, as with most of my 
work, it also has a narrative; it tries to tell some story.

 What was your goal going into the residency?

The goal was partly relaxation, and partly the opportu-
nity to paint without day-to-day distractions. You could 
call it a working vacation, but with no set obligations, 
requirements or schedule.

What did you achieve from the artist residency 
program?

I was able to complete some new paintings, but be-
yond that, doing a residency was one of those things 
long on my bucket list that I can now check off.

Employee Spotlight:                 Dean Hunsaker
Alta Vista would like to congratulate the Smith and Zhu 
families on the newest additions to their families!

Jordona Jackson Smith–Jeremiah Bernhard Smith was 
born on Sunday, October 1, 2017, weighing in at 7 lbs, 10 
oz and 20 inches long.

Yang Zhu–Jayce Ding was born on Saturday, November 
18, 2017, weighing in at 5 lbs, 13 oz. 
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You just woke up. 
How do you feel? 

So tired that I might fall
over if I try to stand up 

Sleepy but ready 
to get working

No, but I’ll drink
it to survive 

No, it is
the worst 

Are you feeling 
hyperactive?

YES! Nope

Strong Mocha

Red Eye

It’s necessary
for survival 

Plain Jane
Green tea

Hot chocolate
or tea latte 

How do you feel 
about caffeine? 

Don’t really
need it 

Fancy or plain
coffee 

As fancy as
possible 

Chamomile tea

Cappuccino

Do you like the
taste of coffee? 

It is the delicious
nectar of the gods! 

Black coffee

A quality espresso
(or two... or three...) 

I am bursting with energy 
and can’t wait to start my day!

Cranky. It’s Monday.

Which Hot Beverage Should You Start Your Day With? Events: Focus on the Future

On October 30, 2017, Alta Vista moderated a technical panel at the  

Self-Help Counties Coalition’s Focus on the Future Conference. The 

panel, titled “Effective Innovation: The Future of Technology in  

 California Infrastructure,” showcased speakers from Alta Vista, the Con-

tra Costa Transportation Authority, Autodesk, Singularity University, and 

featured our very own CEO as the moderator. With over 200 attendees 

at the technical panel, the event was a big success. Alta Vista was one 

of the sponsors of the conference and helped co-create the “California 

eXperience,” a high-speed rail virtual reality simulator that debuted at 

the event and exposed hundreds of users to both high-speed trains and 

virtual reality.

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
2017
San Francisco
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Events: ACI Conference, October Halloween in offices: October 31

Sacramento Folsom and HSR

Richmond

Mare Island
This presentation was provided to the American Con-

crete Institute (ACI) Committee 121 during the Fall 2017 

Concrete Convention in Anaheim by Jinesh Mehta and 

Guillermo Puerta-Falla on behalf of Alta Vista Solutions. It 

provided a comparison between quality auditing in the 

concrete industry and quality auditing by Caltrans with a 

focus on precast concrete facilities. Key aspects of auditing 

processes, practices, and commonly encountered issues, 

challenges, and lessons learned were discussed. Elements 

of the audited facility list and implementation of Caltrans 

Specifications and provisions were also discussed with the 

audience during the Q&A session.

ACI Committee 121 is in charge of providing guidelines on 

quality assurance systems for the concrete industry na-

tionally and internationally, making it an excellent platform to project Alta Vista as a leader  

in quality management and material engineering services.

29 

Key aspects of auditing processes, practices, and 
commonly encountered issues, challenges, and 
lessons learned were discussed .
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Towards the end of 2017, the management 
team reviewed and refreshed Alta Vista’s 
vision, mission and values by asking the fol-
lowing questions: 

 • What do we want to achieve? 

 • How will we achieve this vision? 

 • What are our actions and priorities? 

In answering these questions, we updated 
Alta Vista’s vision and mission by committing 
to innovation and encouraging AV-ators to 
work with swing, fun, and pride. 

While the nine Alta Vista values are staying 
true to their original forms, two values were 
slightly modified to become more nuanced 
and true to our intent. As we move into 2018 
and beyond, these changes will keep us on 
track to reach our goals and to keep on do-
ing right!  

Vision, Mission and Values - The Old and the New

Previous Version New Version 2018

Vision Our vision is to continually nur-
ture our personal and professional 
growth to deliver the best consul-
tant services ever experienced

To be a leader in delivering innova-
tive solutions to better infrastruc-
ture, whilst learning, growing, and 
having fun!

Mission Our mission is to Do Right by 
embracing our clients’ challenges 
as our own, offering solutions that 
move projects forward, pursuing 
quality through meticulous atten-
tion to detail, providing a safe and 
healthy environment for our team, 
giving back to our communities, and 
growing our business responsibly.

Our mission is to Do Right by em-
bracing our clients’ challenges as 
our own, pursuing quality through 
meticulous attention to detail, cre-
ating a great place for professionals 
to work with swing and pride, grow-
ing our business responsibly and 
giving back.

Value:  
Understanding

We will understand the technical 
significance of every issue.

We will understand the challenges 
and technical significance around 
every issue.

Value:  
Strong Relationships

Great client relationships take 
time. We solve problems by forging 
strong relationships and overcom-
ing challenges together.

Great relationships take time. We 
solve problems by forging strong 
relationships and overcoming chal-
lenges together.

 

October

03: Anna Gransmark

05: Tonya Arian

07: Anthony Valdez

09: Ian Broddrick

21: Jannel Teshera

22: Jody Steele

November

04: Danny Johnson

09: Andy Rogerson

09: Will Clifford

11: David Phong

12: Thomas Carter

15: Rehan Naeem

17: Joe Lanz

18: Rajni Sukhwani

20: David Gray

23: Chuck Littlejohn 

24: Danny Reyes

25: Ali Bigdeli

30: Fattah Kazi

December

01: Neeraj Dubbalwar

02: Suda Lee

07: Justin Cocolicchio

10: Jordona Jackson Smith

12: Cassandra Sheng

17: Jennifer Olarte

19: Art Flores

20: Ken Riley

20: Aleksey Souglobov

22: Ignacio Arechiga

22: Aaron Prchlik

23: Pat Judt

23: Thinh Nguyen

25: Ramsey Doumani

28: Fernando Vega

Birthdays

 “If your dreams do not scare you, they are not big enough.”  
—  Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
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Alta Vista Mad Libs!

Alta Vista has always worked to be a leader in innovative infrastructure—but the innovative path is not always 
the easy one, and comes with many serious challenges. Despite the hardships, we’ve managed to deliver 
some of today’s most (1)_______ projects. A perfect example? The (2)_______ bridge. When Alta Vista first 
took over this (3)_______ project, problems were running rampant. On day one of work, the (4)________ 
malfunctioned, sending (5)_______ into a panic. That same day, an important (6)______ went missing, caus-
ing work to slow down.  To make matters worse, a missing page was discovered in the cost proposal, causing 
(7)____ pages of paperwork for the (8)________ team. Despite these challenges, Alta Vista pushed through. 
In a team effort led by (9)_________, we first (10)________ the malfunction with a cutting-edge new technol-
ogy—the (11)_______. Meanwhile, (12)________ found the missing page in (13)________. Finally, the team 
worked tirelessly using remote sensing technology to locate the missing (14)______. In the end,  
the team came through once again, making the bridge into the iconic (15)________ that it is today.

1. Adjective: 
2. Place name:
3. Adjective:
4. Noun: 
5. AV-ator:

6. Noun: 
7. Number:
8. Alta Vista office or department:
9. AV-ator:
10. Verb (past tense):

11. Type of machine:
12. AV-ator:
13. Place name:
14. Noun:
15. Noun:






